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It’s always a pleasure working 
with long standing clients. With 
this leading speciality insurance 
group based in the City of 
London, we not only supplied 
135no DATUM Flux fixed height 
desks with 10no. height
adjustable, but also  breakout 
furniture such as Softrend 
August booths and Lilja sofas as 
well as monitor arms, pedestals, 
meeting tables and task seating.

Working alongside MF Design 
Studio & Interactive Space, 
we provided a total interior 
furniture solution. The agile 
working environment was very 
important to the client and we 
were excited to work closely 
with them to achieve just that.



Our client wanted to
adapt to the changes of 
the modern workspace so 
it was important for us to 
provide the perfect furniture 
package to help promote 
those aspects of the agile 
office environment, such as 
flexibility & collaboration. 

In a high pressure, 
concentrated environment, 
our DATUM workstations 
allow for body movement 
and the casual ‘away-from-
the-desk’ products promote 
different ways of working, 
which can boost productivity 
as well as giving a chance to 
relax and recharge.



DATUM desks with clean, 
modern finishes work per-
fectly alongside this fresh, 
open plan kitchen.

Being able to provide 
ancillary products such as 
task chairs allows our clients 
to place responsibility for the 
total solution at DAS’ door.



Easy controls on our DATUM 
desks allows for quick and 
effecient movement of the 
desk top.



Meeting tables and credenzas were 
provided across the project



High quality craftsmanship was 
sourced through our exclusive part-
nerships across the project. From 
Credenzas to soft furnishings.



The modern, agile workspace. Open 
plan working with breakout furniture 
and formal desking all integrated 
into the same space.



Divider screens provide additional
privacy and acoustic benefit, whilst 
adding a splash of colour in the
clients chosen corporate blue.



The ‘August Workbay’ from our exclusive partner  
SOFTREND, provides the perfect semi-private space 
for staff to concentrate or have impromptu meetings. 
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